
Unplugged:
Decoder
CONTENT AREA

Content/Theme Week: Week 3/Coding & Tech

Grade Levels: All Ages

Time Needed: 30 minutes
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MATERIALS

PROCEDURE

Cipher wheel PDF for Challenge

Paper fastener

Scissors

Decoder PDF

PROCEDURE

In this activity you will be learning about the Caesar Cipher, a way 
of turning messages into secret messages that was used by Julius 
Caesar to communicate with his generals.

Activity found at: 

https://hello-ruby-production.s3.amazonaws.com/
uploads/exercise_material/attachment/
35/6._Decoder.pdf
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Cut out the circles from the decoder page.
 Place the circles so that the smaller one with letters is on   
 top of the bigger one with pictures.

Make a hole in the middle of both circles and use a paper 
fastener to connect the circles.

Make your code key by selecting a letter on the top circle and a 
picture on the bottom circle and fill out the decoder slip.
 An example is letter “B” and the banana picture.
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Once you have the circles set to that code key, see which 
picture represents each letter and draw your message.
 Try and draw the message “Hello.”

4

Your friend can now decode the message with the code key. 
 Try and decode this, h = mushroom

5

Answer: Camp
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Challenge:
 Cut out the circles with letters.
 Place the circles so that the smaller one is on top of the
 bigger one.
 Make a hole in the middle of both circles and use a paper 
 fastener to connect the circles.
 Caesar cipher, shift cipher, is when each letter is replaced by 
 a letter some fixed number of positions down the     
 alphabet. (Example: shift 4 to right, A is now E; “Hello” 
 would be encoded to “Lipps”)

Try to encode “Summer”, shift 11 to right
 Answer:
Try to decode “ uva zv zljyla”, shift 7 to right
 Answer:  “Dfxxpc”

 “not so secret”

Super challenge: If given the cipher “Gsqtyxiv Glmtw” the shift is 
between one and five, try to figure out what the message is. (Hint: 
try to decode it starting at shift = 1 and if the letters dont seem like it 
could be a word move on to the next shift number)

CLOSING

Now you can send secret messages to your friends!
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